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The brain of the machine
The logistics industry is booming. With growing demand, there is need for transport solutions, especially within the warehouses. BHS
Intralogistics has developed an autonomous transport shuttle. The brain of the shuttle is STW’s CANopen-capable ESX.4cs-gw
control unit.

The complete article is published in the September issue of the
CAN Newsletter magazine 2021. This is just an excerpt.

The individually-scalable transport platform iShuttle (Source: BHS Intralogistics)

Hardly any other industry has experienced the years of upswing
than the logistics branch does currently. In 2020, the coronavirus
pandemic (Covid-19) and the associated increase in demand in ecommerce meant positive results throughout the branch.
However, continued growth is leading to a shortage of skilled
workers within the industry and an increasing need for
automation, especially in intralogistics. More and more frequently,
autonomous tugger trains and automated high-bay warehouses
are taking over tasks that were still being performed by skilled
workers just a few years ago. This trend is enabled by increasing
digitalization of the infrastructure within warehouses, and
increasingly powerful control and sensing technology in
autonomous vehicles and machines used in the internal material
flow.
An individually scalable transport platform

BHS Intralogistics is a joint venture, founded at the end of 2018 between the machine and plant manufacturer BHS Corrugated and
automation and control specialist KS Control, which has specialized in the development of machines and systems for automated
processes in internal material flow and load tracking.
One of these machines is the iShuttle, an autonomous mobile transport platform with a load capacity of up to 4,5 t. The shuttle is
only 285 mm high and can be integrated into the in-plant transport flow, independent of the spatial conditions, with 2D laser
navigation or camera sup- ported line guidance. Multiple iShuttles of different sizes can be integrated as a fleet solution with the
autonomous shuttles customizable to the customer's requirements. With different platform configurations such as lift table, push
and pull function for goods transfer, belt or chain conveyor, and variable travel speeds, the iShuttle is suitable for a wide range of
intralogistics tasks.
Safety first
Control systems from STW play a significant role in the safe
operation of the autonomous transport platforms. The automation
specialists have been supplying control components for mobile
machinery for over 35 years, from agricultural technology and
construction machinery to material handling machines, as in this
case. When BHS Intralogistics was looking for a control system
manufacturer that could offer proven functionally safe controllers
for their industry, the choice quickly fell on the CANopen-capable
ESX controller family from this long-established company from
Kaufbeuren, Germany.
The transport system in action (Source: BHS Intralogistics)

„With the development of our iShuttle, we did something very
new. It represents the first autonomous driverless transport
system in our portfolio, and we were looking for control expertise
with plenty of experience, especially regarding the functionally
safe design of mobile machines. STW is exceptionally well
established in this field," explained Tristan Warias, software
developer at BHS Intralogistics.
Six CAN interfaces
In the iShuttle, an ESX.4cs-gw operates as the managing
controller. The ESX.4cs-gw has a three-core processor (an
Infineon Aurix, 3 x 300 MHz), six CAN interfaces, and five
Ethernet interfaces. With the help of a managed four-way 100
Mbit/s Ethernet switch, large amounts of data can be selectively forwarded in the system without using processor power. "With our
new generation of controllers, machine manufacturers have even more performance at their disposal. The powerful processor and
extensive support for sensor integration contribute to this," said Stefan Hohn, STW project manager, in explaining the advantages of

The brain of the machine: CANopen-capable control unit ESX.4cs-gw (Source:
STW)

the ESX.4cs-gw.
To avoid any safety risk, the ESX controllers regulate the iShuttle's drives in accordance with safety integrity level 2 (SIL) and
performance level d (PL d). This was the functional safety requirement for the iShuttle to be able to operate in an industrial
environment. In the iShuttle, two additional ESX.3ios controllers are connected to the managing controller via CAN, expanding the
functionality and connectivity options, for example for the autonomous vehicle's extensive sensor suite. Thus, in this application, the
ESX.4cs-gw is found in its ideal role as a central node that can receive, process, and distribute a large number of CAN signals.
In general, all six CAN interfaces of the ESX.4cs-gw are CANopen-capable. The communication interfaces comply with the CANopen
application layer and communication profile CiA 301. This includes the data types, encoding rules, and object dictionary objects as
well as the CANopen communication services and protocols. In addition, this specification defines the CANopen network
management services and protocols. It also defines the CANopen communication profile, e.g. the physical layer, the predefined
communication object identifier connection set, and the content of the Emergency, Timestamp, and Sync communication objects.

If you would like to read the full article from STW, you can download it free of charge or you download the entire magazine.
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